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Temporal variability has long been recognized as an important
determinant of the effects of delaying the reinforcement for a response.
Historically, several prominent learning theorists, and later, many
behavior analysts, have been interested in the role of variability
in various procedures in which reinforcement is delivered after a
delay.

Logan (1960) compared the runway performances of two groups,

one of which always received reinforcement 5 seconds after reaching
the end of the runway, and the other group sometimes received rein
forcement after a 1-second delay and sometimes after a 9-second delay.
On the basis of statistical analysis of running times, Logan concluded
"When the delay of reward is varied irregularly between two equally
likely values, ... among groups with the same average delay, average
performance is higher the larger the variance in delays" (pp. 73-74).
Pubols (1962) gave rats a choice in a Y-maze between a delay of
reinforcement that was constant (5 seconds for one group and 15 seconds
for a second group) and a delay that was either twice as great as the
constant delay (10 seconds and 30 seconds for the two groups, respec
tively) or was zero seconds (no delay).

Both groups reliably chose

the mixed alternative; in fact, preference became exclusive for the
"mixed" side of the maze within three to eleven days for all subjects,
and remained exclusive for the remainder of the study.
Herrnstein (1964b) employed the single-subject methodology of
the experimental analysis of behavior to assess pigeons' preference
for aperiodic versus periodic reinforcement.

His procedure was a

concurrent-chains schedule, with two keys active in the initial link
of the chain, each of which occasionally produced a terminal-link
1
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schedule of reinforcement accompanied by a discriminative stimulus.
The pigeons allocated more of their responses in the initial link
to the alternative that led to a variable interval (VI 15") schedule
of reinforcement than to the key that produced a fixed interval
(FI 15") schedule of reinforcement in the terminal link of the chain.
Killeen (1968) also employed the concurrent-chains procedure.
In the first of two experiments, he adjusted the interval length of
a fixed interval (FI) terminal link schedule until pigeons showed
indifference, or equal responding to the initial-link key that
occasionally produced the FI terminal link and to the key that
occasionally produced a variable interval (VI) terminal link.

Killeen

found that the FI interval at which there was indifference was much
shorter than the average interval of the VI.

For instance, his VI

23" schedule was best matched by FI 8.4", according to extrapolation
from data points along a linear regression line.

He also found that

the harmonic rates of reinforcement matched relative responding for
the initial-link alternatives.

The harmonic rate measure is obtained

by averaging the reciprocals of the intervals comprising a VI schedule.
This is derived from the formula for generalized means (Hardy, Little
wood, and Polya, 1959) and is written:

1 �
N �

r

(y_ )

(Equation 1)

i=l

whe r e My is the mean, N is the number of elements to be averaged, and
yi r is an individual element.

The exponent� equals 1 in simple

arithmetic averaging and equals -1 in harmonic averaging.

The inverse
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square mean is obtained when

E_

equals -2.

In Experiment II, Killeen

constructed two VI schedules such that the average reinforcement
rate was greater for one schedule, while the harmonic reinforcement
rate was greater for the other schedule.

Preference was shown for

the alternative with the greater harmonic reinforcement rate, as
relative responding for the schedule matched the relative harmonic
rate of reinforcement, but was obviously discrepant with the arith
metic average rate.
Davison (1969) also used the concurrent-chains procedure to
assess preference for terminal-link reinforcement after a fixed in
terval of some length (FI�) versus a mixe<l schedule which randomly
alternated between two fixed interval values (mix FI 15" Fl 45").
Davison solved Equation 1 using values of r between -1 and -4 and
found that the best fit was obtained when r was about -3.0.

He

pointed out that the major obvious difference between his study and
Killeen (1968) was the number of component intervals used in the
variable (VI) or mixed (Ml) interval schedules.

Davison (1972) in

a similar study, used MI schedules with either two, three, or seven
component intervals.

The best fitting value of E_ was calculated for

each MI schedule, and was found to be -2.0 for the two-component
MI, -2.2 for the three-component MI, and -2.2 for the seven-component
MI schedule.

Thus the number of intervals was not the critical deter

minant of E_, but the results generally supported Duncan and Fantino's
(1970) suggestion that r is related to the size of the smallest inter
reinforcement interval in the terminal-link schedule.

The difference

in the best value of r obtained in the two Davison studies may be due
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to the use of a 0.5 second changeover delay (COD) in the 1969 study.
Hursh and Fantino (1973) explored several combinations of FI and MI
schedules and found that the data was best fit by Equation 1 when r
equalled -2.

In a second experiment, they varied the terminal-link

interval length but kept the overall reinforcement frequency constant.
For one subject, the best value of r was -2, and for the other subject,
r was -3.
The previous studies each utilized the concurrent-chains proce
dure, with interval schedules of reinforcement in the terminal links
of the chain.

Neuringer (1969) has shown the functional equivalence

of reinforcement for the first response after a specified interval
and reinforcement which follows a response by the same specified
interval (delayed reinforcement).

Therefore, the preceding studies

should provide some information that will generalize to the problem
of the effects of variable or fixed delays of reinforcement.

Un

fortunately, the models of choice assumed by many investigators
using the concurrent-chains procedure have become increasingly com
plex to account for features of the procedure itself.

For instance,

MacEwen (1972) picked terminal-link FI and VI alternatives, such that
the harmonic means of the FI and VI were equated, but the simple
average interval of the VI was twice the FI length.

Although MacEwen

found the harmonic mean to be the most appropriate transformational
function, he is forced to conclude that the power functions applied
by Killeen (1968) and Davison (1969) held "only for rather short
terminal-link schedules", essentially the finding of Fantino (1969).
Like Fantino, MacEwen found that the matching relationship "is a

5

function of absolute duration of the FI terminal link schedules".

A

formulation of choice behavior in the concurrent-chains procedure must
take into account four variables, according to MacEwen.

These are:

1) relative harmonic rate of primary reinforcement, 2) length of the
initial-link VI schedule, 3) "reductions in expected time to rein
forcement" for each schedule (see Fantino, 1969) and 4) the absolute
lengths of the terminal-link alternatives, even when the ratio of
their lengths is held constant.

Davison and Temple (1973) proposed

a new model for accounting for FI preference, in which choice was a
joint function of terminal-link times, overall reinforcement rates,
and terminal-link entries.

Their equation accounted for 94% of the

variance in the data, while Killeen's harmonic transformation accounts
for only 83%.

It is interesting to note that their model simplifies

to a matching relationship between relative responding and relative
obtained reinforcement rate, for simple concurrent schedules (Herrnstein
1961, 1970, 1974; Killeen, 1972).

Silberburg (1976) has been critical

of the "pluralism of averages" desired within the concurrent-chains
paradigm:

"[I

+J

does not capture behavioral regularities which can

be described mathematically in terms of a single average" (of inter
reinforcement intervals).

Another line of criticism of the concur

rent-chains procedure comes from the failure of Navarick and Fantino
(1972, 1974, and 1975) to demonstrate transitivity of choice, a pre
diction of the matching law.

These findings make it advisable to

use a different procedure than concurrent-chains in assessing the
role of variability of the delay of reinforcement.
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Snapper and Burczyk (1975) employed a modification of "Sidman"
avoidance to study the variability in response-shock (R-S) intervals
and shock-shock (S-S) intervals.

In their procedure, the first

response initiated a signalled delay, of a predetermined length,
until the next shock.

Any other responses had no resetting effect.

This differs from the usual Sidman avoidance procedure, in which
each response resets the unsignalled R-S interval.

A positive analog

of the Snapper-Burczyk procedure was used by Stephens, Lee, and
Snapper (1975) to compare fixed and variable delays of reinforcement
with rats.

The delay interval, signalled by a tone and red light,

corresponded to the R-S interval.

A single response initiated the

fixed or variable delay, which terminated in five seconds access to
milk reinforcement.

Responses during the delay had no effect as

far as resetting the delay.

A background schedule of "free" rein

forcement roughly corresponded to the S-S interval, except that the
interval time was free running.

Free reinforcement could be deliver

ed only if a response-produced delay was not in effect.

The delay

interval increased in length across the seven conditions of the
study, from 10 seconds to 20 seconds, 40 seconds, 60 seconds, 80
seconds, 100 seconds, and finally to 160 seconds.
interval was 80 seconds throughout the experiment.

The background
Either the delay,

or the background interval, or both, could be variable or fixed
length.

The twenty rats that served as subjects were divided into

four groups.

Group I produced fixed delays (FD) and received fixed

time (FT) background reinforcement; Group II produced variable delays
(VD) and received FT background reinforcement for nonresponding;
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Group III had both variable delays (VD) and Variable Time (VT) back
ground reinforcement; and Group IV was reinforced by FD for respond
ing and VT for nonresponding.

Since the rats could earn all rein

forcements by responding at a high enough rate, or could receive
all reinforcements from the background schedule by not responding at
all, or could earn some proportion of the total reinforcements, the
proportion of earned reinforcements was the major dependent variable
in the Stephens et al study.
with response rate.

This measure was observed to covary

When the delay length was 10 seconds, all groups

responded to earn about 90% of all reinforcements.

When the delay

was increased to 20 seconds, response disruption began for subjects
in Groups I and IV, the fixed delay groups, and these group averages
dropped to the 60%-70% range.

When the delay length was increased

to 40 seconds, these two FD groups earned 44% and 25% respectively,
as compared to Groups II and III at 74% and 80%.

In the next con

dition, with a 60 second delay, Groups II and III dropped into the
range of Group I (30%-45%), but from this condition to the end of
the study, Group IV (FD and VT) produced the lowest proportion of
earned reinforcement.

These results suggest that a variable delay

maintains behavior better than a fixed delay in the face of rein
forcement for nonresponding.
The present experiments were designed as follow-ups to the Stephens,
Lee, and Snapper (1975) study.

In Experiment I, the basic findings

were to be replicated, as the delay was increased to the point where
response disruption was noticeable in some groups but not so much in
others.

If the group first showing disruption was the Fixed Delay
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group, the earlier findings would be replicated.

In Experiment II,

the parameter of variability would be directly manipulated by changing
both the number of intervals in a variable distribution and the short
est interval in the distribution.

In addition, it was hoped that a

microanalysis of the immediacies of reinforcement for responding and
nonresponding might test the applicability of power functions, such
as used by Killeen (1968) and Davison (1969), in describing response
strength in a delayed reinforcement situation, which was unlike the
concurrent-chains procedure typically used by other investigators
interested in temporal variability.

EXPERIMENT I
Method
Subjects
Twenty-two albino rats served as subjects for the two experiments.
The rats were experimentally naive when they were obtained from the
Upjohn Company of Kalamazoo.

At that time, they were approximately

90 days old and weighed 180-220 grams apiece.

Since milk was to be

used as the reinforcer in this study, a reduction in body weight
via water deprivation was used to increase the palatability of the
milk.

When the rats were allowed only a few minutes access to

water following the experimental sessions, body weights could be
precisely controlled as a result of a correlation between amount of
freely-available food eaten in the home cage and total access to
water.

During early training, mild water deprivation was imposed,

allowing the subjects to gain some weight each day, so that their
weights approximated 85% of the expected growth curve observed in a
similar group of Upjohn rats.

This procedure proved to be imprac

tical, as day-to-day adjustments in water intake led to great varia
tions in performance the following day.

When this was noted, the

animals were about 120 days old and still under the first parametric
condition.

At this point, their weights were allowed to stabilize

at 85% of the expected weight at that date, and were maintained at
about that weight for the remainder of the study.
Rats were assigned numbers from 500 to 519 and were divided
into four groups of five subjects each.
9

During early training, two
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subjects (500 and 502) were discarded when health problems arose,
and were replaced by subjects 404 and 405 respectively.

Subjects

that became ill in later phases were not replaced.
Apparatus
Ten experimental chambers were used simultaneously.

The chambers

were constructed of stainless steel and plexiglas, and were housed
in large wooden cabinets (three chambers per cabinet).

The cabinets

contained all the wiring for the chambers, and were built with inter
nal baffle chambers that were intended to attenuate any outside noise.
Four tubular grids served as the floor for each chamber, with the
0.6 cm. diameter grids being spaced 3.3 cm. apart (center-to-center
measurement).

Each chamber had internal measurements of 20.2 cm.

length, 12.5 cm. width, and 15.3 cm. height.

Indirect lighting for

the chambers was provided by a 0.96 W bulb (Chicago Miniature) covered
by a clear red lens, which could be directly observed by the rat through
a 2.54 cm. diameter hole in the side wall, whose center was 7.5 cm.
above the grids and 7.5 cm. from the front wall.

A 2.54 cm. diameter

hole in the front wall, 2.54 cm. above the grids and 2.54 cm. from
the right side, allowed access to a dipper arm which was occasionally
lifted into position.

Otherwise, the arm rested below the surface

of the milk (Carnation Instant) in a metal reservoir, 2.54 cm. deep,
5 cm. wide, and 14 cm. long.

A few drops of the milk, which was

fresh-mixed before each session, would collect in a small indentation near the end of the dipper arm, and the rats could lick this
off when the dipper mechanism was activated and the dipper arm was
in the "up" position.
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Protruding approximately 3 cm. into the chamber was a.metal lever,
mounted 2.54 cm. from the left side of the front wall, and 10.5 cm.
above the grids.

This lever, which was 2.5 cm. wide and 1 cm. thick,

closed a microswitch to indicate the completion of a response when
a force of .196 N was exerted downward.

The right side wall of the

chamber was hinged to serve as a door, permitting the experimenter
easy access for cleaning, and for transferring rats before and after
the experimental sessions.
Auditory stimulation was provided by a 2900 Hz tone produced by
a Sonalert sound generator (Mallory, Model SC 628).

The intensity

of this tone was faint but discernable to the experimenter.
intensities were available, but not used in this experiment.

Other
Masking

noise was provided by a fan which circulated fresh air in the chamber,
and by a 4 in. (10.16 cm.) speaker (Allied Electronics, 8 ohm) power
ed by a Grason-Stadler Model 1048 white noise generator.
The operation of all stimulus devices in the chambers and the
processing of responses according to the experimental procedure were
automatically controlled by a PDP-8/e minicomputer from Digital Equip
ment Corporation (DEC).

Peripheral devices to this computer included

an RKOl high capacity disk memory from DEC, a TD8E single drive DEC
tape magnetic tape unit from DEC, and a model ASR-33 Teletype for
interaction between the computer and the user.

The computer was

connected to the electromechanical devices in the chambers via a
solid-state interface and relays provided by State Systems, Inc.
(see Snapper and Cobez, 1976).

OS/8 SKED software for the computer

was obtained from the SKED Users Group (Snapper, 1975; Snapper,
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Stephens, Cobez, and Van Haaren, 1976), and copies of the state
tables used in this study may be obtained upon request to the SKED
Users Group.
Procedure
Training Phases.
ing sequence.

Each subject was exposed to a seven-day train

The first two days consisted of magazine training.

The dipper was normally up, but went down briefly and came up loaded
with milk.

This happened on a variable time (VT) noncontingent basis,

or whenever the lever was pressed.

If the lever was pressed at a

high enough rate during this first training phase, the noncontingent
reinforcement was discontinued and all further reinforcement was
response-contingent.

More than half of the rats were lever-pressing

regularly at this point, and manual shaping strategies were applied
to the others (e.g. reinforcing successive approximations to lever
pressing, drawing attention to the lever with milk-dampened Q-Tips,
and by rattling the lever slightly).

Almost all rats were lever

pressing by the end of the fourth day.

Beginning the fifth day, the

milk dipper was normally in the down position and came up briefly,
coincident with the houselight going off.

The purpose of this

phase was to reinforce short latencies of response to the dipper
presentation, and to establish the houselight going off as the
occasion to quickly go to the dipper.

This was desirable, since it

would minimize the discrepancy in later conditions between scheduled
reinforcement delay and obtained reinforcement delay.

The latter

measure includes latency of response to the dipper presentation, which
was impossible to measure in this study.
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The next phase of training introduced the general procedure that
would be used in later experimental conditions.

This is essentially

the same procedure used by Stephens, Lee, and Snapper ( 1 975).

For

conceptual clarity, a state diagram of the procedure is included as
Figure 1.

This is a representation of the SKED state table which

actually controlled the experiment, but has been simplified to show
only the essential features of the procedure.

State Set 2 represents

a "background" schedule of reinforcement which was effective only
during periods when the subject was not responding.

After the

passage of time Tz (which was always 80 seconds during training), a
Z pulse (a logical condition which serves to synchronize parallel
state sets 1 ) is emitted from State Set 2.

Unless a response-produced

delay interval is in effect, the Z pulse immediately causes the house
light to turn off and the milk dipper to be available for 5 seconds.
The background schedule may be thought of as a fixed time 80 seconds
(FT 80") schedule of reinforcement, contingent upon nonresponding
near the end of the interval.

If a response is made, however, the

red light and the tone are presented for the length of the interval
T 1, the delay of reinforcement.

At the end of the delay, which was

always ten seconds during these training sessions, the red light,
the tone, and the houselight are turned off simultaneously, and the
milk dipper becomes available for five seconds.

The "foreground"

contingencies may be referred to as fixed delay of ten seconds (FD 10").

1

For supplemental information on Z pulses and other conventions
of state notation, the reader is referred to Snapper, Knapp, and Kushner
(1 970) and Snapper, Stephens, Cobez, and Van Haaren (1976).
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Figure l:

State Diagram of the General Delay of Reinforcement Proce
dure with Background "free" Reinforcement for Nonrespond
ing. T1 is the Delay Interval, T2 is the Background
Interval, R1 is the Lever-press Response, and z1 is a
Logical Condition that Synchronizes the two Parallel
State Sets.

15
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Figure 1
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If the Z pulse from the background schedule occurs during a response
produced delay, it has no effect.

The introduction of the delay dis

rupted the response rate and introduced a great deal of variability
in responding, so this training condition lasted 66 days, until res
ponding appeared stable for all subjects.
Experiment l_
In Experiment I, the delay of reinforcement (Ti in Figure 1) was
systematically increased.

T2, the background inter-reinforcement

time, was 100 seconds instead of the 80 seconds used in training.

The

subjects were divided into four groups, with five subjects per group.
The groups differed in the way the Ti and T2 intervals were obtained.
For Group 1, the Fixed Free group, T2 was fixed at 100 seconds.

For

the other groups, T2 was a variable time (VT 100") whose shortest
possible inter-reinforcement time was limited by the five second
length of reinforcement.

The T 2 interval would be expected to average

100 seconds for these Variable Free groups, since it was obtained by
repetitively sampling a probability "gate" (.£. = 1/l00th) at one second
intervals.
T1, the delay of reinforcement, was also variable or fixed for
different groups.

For the Fixed Delay group (Group 2) the Ti interval

was fixed at some length that increased across sequential conditions,
from 10 seconds, to 15 seconds, to 20 seconds, and finally to 30
seconds.

For the Variable Delay groups (Groups 1, 3, and 4), a

minimum delay interval of one second repetitively tested a probability
gate that would be expected to produce average delays of 10, 15, 20,
or 30 seconds, across conditions.
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Each condition was run a minimum of twenty days, with the added
requirement that the last five days had to be consecutive days with
no instances of equipment failure that could affect the data, and
the data from all subjects had to appear fairly stable to the experi
menter.

If any subjects showed definite ascending or descending

patterns in the data, or if unusual conditions (such as a change in
the time of day when sessions were run, or faulty operation of a
milk dipper) were noted in the last five days, extra days were run
to provide more stable data.

In addition, it was necessary in the

early days of the study to have access to the computer when sessions
were not being run to program the next condition, by editting and
recompiling the SIZED state tables.

This fact also influenced the

length of conditions.
Table 1 displays background (free) reinforcement and earned
delayed reinforcement information for all groups during the last
training phase and the four conditicns of Experiment I.

In general,

Group l may be referred to as the "variable delay, fixed free" group;
Group 2 is the "fixed delay, variable free" group; and both Groups
3 and 4 were exposed to "variable delay, variable free" conditions
in Experiment I.

18

Table 1:

Summary of conditions during training and Experiment I,
showing the number of days in each condition. Also shown
are the fixed or average lengths of T1, the earned delay
of reinforcement and T2, the background free reinforce
ment interval.
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TABLE 1

Summary of conditions during training and Experiment I, showing the number of days in each condition.
Also shown are the fixed or average lengths of T1 , the earned delay of reinforcement and T2 , the back
ground free reinforcement interval. (FD = fixed delay, VD = variable delay, FT = fixed time, VT = varia
ble time).

fl Davs

Condition
T raining
Earned delay
Background (free)

66

Exp. I' Condition 1
Earned delay
Background (free)

35

Condition 2
Earned delay
Background (free)

22

Condition 3
Earned delay
Background ( free)

24

Condition 4
Earned delay
Background (free)

23

I

GROUP 1
Subjects: 404, 501
405, 503, 504

GROUP 2
Subjects: sos, 506
507, 508, 509

GROUP 3
Subjects: 510, Sll
512, 513, 514

GROUP 4
Subjects: 515, 516,
517, 518, 519

FD 10"
FT 80"

FD 10"
FT 80"

FD 10"
FT 80"

FD 10"
FT 80"

VD 10"
FT 100"

FD 10"
VT 100"

VD 10"
VT 100"

VD 10"
VT 100"

VD 15"
FT 100"

FD 15"
VT 100"

VD 15"
VT 100"

VD 15"
VT 100"

VD 20"
FT 100"

FD 20"
VT 100"

VD 20"
VT 100"

VD 20"
VT 100"

VD 30"
FT 100"

FD 30"
VT 100"

VD 30"
VT 100"

VD 30"
VT 100"

Results
The data from the last phase of training and the four conditions
of Experiment I are displayed in Figure 2 for Group 1, Figure 3 for
Group 2, Figure 4 for Group 3, and Figure 5 for Group 4.

The train

ing data is included to permit comparison with the first condition
of Experiment I, since the procedures of the two conditions were
similar, except that the background interval was increased from 80
to 100 seconds, and the 10 second "earned" delay and/or the background
"free" schedule was made variable.

Each data point in these figures

represents the last five days' data for each condition.
dent variables are plotted for each condition:

Two depen

the proportion of

all reinforcements (earned and free) that were earned, in the left
half of the Figure, and response rate as a logarithmic transformation
of responses per minute, in the right half of the Figure.

The

logarithmic ordinate, which allows rates that vary by several orders
of magnitude to be plotted on the same graph, was necessitated by
the wide variability in response rates that occurred between condi
tions or even between subjects from the same group in the same
condition.

Table 2 displays equivalencies between natural logs and

absolute response rates.
The data from Group 1, the Variable Delay, Fixed Free group,
is shown in Figure 2.

The left-most data points in each of the graphs

are from the training phase (Fixed Delay 10", Fixed Free 80").

Four

of the subjects (501, 405, 503, and 504) earned the major proportion
of their reinforcements during training.

One subject, 404, earned

only .20, or 20% of the total reinforcements delivered during this
20

21

Table 2:

Logarithmic Transformation of Response Rate and
Corresponding Response Rates.
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TABLE 2
LOGARITHMIC TRANSFORMATIONS OF RESPONSE RATE
AND CORRESPONDING RESPONSE RATES

Log (R/Min)

R/Min

4

10,000
1,000
100
10
1.0
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.00001

3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

-4
-5

23

Figure 2:

Data from the Training Phase (TR) and Experiment I for Group
1, the Variable Delay, Fixed Free group. Proportion of
all reinforcements that were earned, and the natural log
arithm of response rate are shown as a function of average
delay of reinforcement. The background reinforcement
schedule was Fixed Time 100 seconds, except during train
ing, when it was Fixed Time 80 seconds.
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phase.

The response rate for this animal was -1.3 on the log scale,

which corresponds to about .09 responses per minute.
low, considering the range of the other subjects.

This is very

The second col

lection of data points marks the beginning of Experiment I, with the
ten second delay becoming variable for this group.

Also, the back

ground cycle of 80 seconds increased to 100 seconds.

With these

parametric changes, the proportion of earned reinforcements increased
for four subjects (404, 501, 503, and 504) and decreased for subject
405.

This same pattern is seen in response rate, for the same sub

jects.

In the next condition, when the delay was increased to 15

seconds, there was a slight increase in earned reinforcements for
the group, mirrored by increases in response rate for four subjects.
When the delay was increased to 20 seconds, the proportion of earned
reinforcements remained in the 85% to 95% range for four subjects,
but dropped to 58% for 404.

The response rate measure shows an

appreciable decrease for all subjects in this group.

When the delay

was increased to 30 seconds, four subjects kept an earned proportion
of 78% to 90%, but 404 earned only 23%.

The response rate during

this last condition of Experiment I was greatly reduced for subject
404, but the other subjects showed only slight decreases, or in the
case of 501, a slight increase.

In summary, relative decreases in

the two measures of response strength occurred in the last two con
ditions of Experiment I, but even then, four subjects were still
responding at a fairly high rate (10 to 30 responses per minute) and
earning most reinforcement, and the other subject still earned a
moderate proportion of reinforcements.
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The data from Group 2 are shown in Figure 3.

The proportion of

earned reinforcements in the training phase was between 73% and 78%
for four subjects (505, 506, 507, and 508) with one subject, 509,
By comparison, these proportions were somewhat

much lower at 23%.

lower than Group 1, in which 3 subjects were in the 85% to 95% range
during training.

However, the range of response rates in Group 2 was

similar to Group 1.

When the background schedule of free reinforce

ment was changed from Fixed Time 80 seconds to Variable Time 100
seconds in the first condition of Experiment I, all subjects increased
slightly, both in proportion of earned reinforcements and response
rate.

When the delay was increased to 15 seconds in the next condi

tion, the proportion of earned reinforcements increased for one sub
ject, decreased for one subject, and remained stable for the other
three subjects.

The response rate data reflects this same pattern

of relative stability.

However, when the delay was increased to 20

seconds, all but one subject (509) decreased in both the proportion
of earned reinforcements and response rate.

When the delay was in

creased to 30 seconds, all subjects showed large decreases in both
measures.

Three subjects virtually ceased responding or responded

only occasionally.

The disruption of performance at the long delays

was more obvious in this group than in any of the others.
Group 3 data is shown in Figure 4.

During training, there were

four subjects (510, 511, 513, and 514) who earned between 69% and
81% of all reinforcements, and one subject (512) who earned about
50%.

In the first condition of Experiment I, the 10 second delay

became variable, and the Fixed Time 80 second background schedule

27

Figure 3:

Data from the Training Phase (TR) and Experiment I for Groun
2, the Fixed Delay, Variable Free group. Proportion of
all reinforcements that were earned, and the natural log
arithm of response rate are shown as a function of delay
of reinforcement. The background reinforcement schedule
was Variable Time 100 seconds, except during training,
when it was Variable Time 80 seconds.
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Figure 4:

Data from the Training Phase (TR) and Experiment I for Group
3, one of two groups with Variable Delay, Variable Free
conditions. Proportion of all reinforcements that were
earned, and the natural logarithm of response rate are
shown as a function of average delay of reinforcement.
The background reinforcement schedule was Variable Time
100 seconds, except during training, when it was Variable
Time 80 seconds.
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became Variable Time 100 seconds.

This was accompanied by an increase

in the proportion of reinforcements for all animals into the 80% to
95% range, paralleled by increases in response rate for all subjects.
When the delay of reinforcement was increased to Variable 15 seconds,
the subjects produced approximately the same proportion of earned
reinforcements as in the Variable 10 second condition.

Only one

subject (511) changed response rate appreciably, and that was an in
crease.

When the delay was increased to 20 seconds, the proportion

of earned reinforcements decreased for 512, and to a lesser extent,
for 513.

There were response rate decreases for 511, 512, and 513.

There were response rate decreases for 511, 512, and 513.
dependent variables remained unchanged for 514.

Both

Subject 510 was

sacrificed before the end of this condition because of health problems.
In the final condition when the delay was 30 seconds, all four sub
jects showed decreases in both the proportion of earned reinforce
ments and response rate.

However, there were two of the four sub

jects that still earned 75% and 80% of reinforcements.

As the response

rate and earned reinforcements data indicate, performance for Group
3 was less disrupted at the 30 second delay condition than Group 2,
since all subjects are earning some proportion of the reinforcements
and all response rates are over log -1.3 (about .09 responses per
minute).
Group 4 was subjected to the same conditions as Group 3.
are shown in Fig ure 5.

Data

There was a wide range of response rates and

proportions of earned reinforcement within this group during train
ing.

Subject 515 earned almost all reinforcements and had a very
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Figure 5:

Data from the Training Phase (TR) and Experiment I for Group
4, one of two groups with Variable Delay, Variable Free
conditions. Proportion of all reinforcements that were
earned, and the natural logarithm of response rate are
shovlil as a function of average delay of reinforcement.
The background reinforcement schedule was Variable Time
100 seconds, except during training, when it was Variable
Time 80 seconds.
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high response rate of over a thousand responses per minute (log 3.3).
At the opposite extreme of the range for this group, subject 517
earned only 27% of reinforcements with a response rate of about 0.10
responses per minute (log -1.0).

When the Fixed 10 second delay

became variable, and the background schedule became Variable Time 100
seconds in the first condition of Experiment I, three subjects (516,
517, and 518) earned more of their reinforcements and increased res
ponse rates.

Further increases in the delay to 15 seconds and then

20 seconds seemed to have no disruptive effect on either measure of
performance.

When the delay finally reached 30 seconds, the propor

tion of earned reinforcements decreased slightly from 93% to 86% for
518 and 519 and decreased greatly for 517 from 87% to 12%.

Even at

the 30 second delay, 515 maintained very high response rates and
almost 100% earned reinforcements.

Only one of the five subjects

had shown any evidence of response disruption at the longest delay,
in marked contrast to the performance of Group 2 in the last condi
tion.

Experiment I
Discussion
The basic procedure used in this study, aside from being a
positive analog to the avoidance procedure used by Snapper and
Burczyk, may also be thought of as concurrent operants.

The oper

ants in this case are R (the leverpress response, which is reinforced
on a delayed, but "continuous" basis, or delayed Fixed Ratio 1) and
R ("not-R", the absence of the leverpress response, which is rein
forced on a non-response-contingent temporal schedule, either Fixed
Time or Variable Time).

This analysis will aid in understanding

the results of these experiments, and discussing them in terms of
a large body of literature which has often used the concurrent
schedules and concurrent chain schedules paradigm to examine issues
of response strength and preference.

The R operant has recently

been the object of research, mostly within the framework of Schoen
feld's "t-tau" system of reinforcement schedules (Schoenfeld and
Farmer, 1970; Schoenfeld and Cole, 1972; Sussman, 1972; Kop, 1973;
and Kadden, 1971).
Each of the four groups showed a marked increase in the response
measures when the first condition of Experiment I was instituted.
This may either be an indication that response rates had not reached
asymptote after 66 days of training, or may be a positive contrast
effect (Reynolds, 1961; Catania, 1961).

While the former alternative

seems unlikely since responding appeared stable before Experiment I
began, the latter explanation (positive contrast) would be consistent
with a "matching law" interpretation of contrast (Herrnstein, 1970),
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since the relative frequency of reinforcement for i was decreased when
the 80 second interval used during training was lengthened to 100
seconds.
Experiment I replicated the results of Stephens, Lee, and Snapper
(1975) in that the group that first showed disruption in responding
produced a fixed delay.

Beyond the 15 second delay condition, at

which the performance of Group 2 began declining, Group 2 was more
suppressed at each subsequent condition than any of the other groups.
Unlike Stephens, Lee, and Snapper, the present experiment did not
increase the delay length to the point that all groups had ceased
responding, or even to the point that all subjects in one group
(Group 2) ceased responding.

Instead, after replicating the earlier

study up to the point that disruption was apparent in the fixed delay
group but not total, a second experiment was designed in which the
role of variability in the delay and free reinforcement intervals
might be clarified.

EXPERIMENT II
Since the data from Experiment I of the present study and the
data reported by Stephens, Lee, and Snapper (1975) strongly suggest
that it is the fixed or variable nature of the delay to reinforce
ment that determines how well performance in this procedure holds
up at longer delays, some of the groups that produced variable delays
of reinforcement (Groups 1 and 3) were given less and less variable
delays to determine if the relatively stable performance of these
groups in Experiment I would deteriorate as the 30 second delay be
came more fixed.

At the same time, Groups 2 and 4, which had Variable

Time 100 second background schedules in Experiment I, were given
schedules that were less and less variable and finally became Fixed
Time.

Although little difference was noted between groups in Experi

ment I on the basis of the background schedule, it was considered
possible that the response measures of Group 2

might increase as

the background schedule became more fixed and presumably, less pre
ferable.
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EXPERIMENT II
Method
Subjects and Apparatus
The same subjects that served in Experiment I also served in
Experiment II.

The same apparatus and computer monitoring system,

with some improvements, were also used in the second experiment.
Procedure
The variability ofthe T1 delay of reinforcement and the T2
background free reinforcement interval was systematically varied in
Experiment II, while holding their average at 30 seconds and 100
seconds, respectively.

This was done by increasing the minimum time

interval(_!_) and the probability of a successful "gate"(.12..) at the
points

in the SKED state table where the Ti and T2 intervals were

determined.

The effect of increasing! and .E. is to lessen the varia

bility ofthe resultant distributions of T1's and T2's, until the
point where£ equals 1.0, and the interval is a fixed length at the
value oft.

While the simple arithmetic average of the distributions

remains constant, other measures of central tendency, such as the
harmonic mean, are descriptive of such shifts in the variability of
distributions.

The last condition of Experiment I serves as one end

of the continuum of variability in this study, with the "fixed" con
ditions at the other end.

In Experiment II, intermediate values of

.E. and t were used, terminating in a "fixed" condition, as shown by
Table 3.

Group 1, the "variable delay, fixed free" group of the last

experiment, produced a progressively more fixed delay(T 1).

Group 2,

which had been the "fixed delay, variable free" group, was given a
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Table 3:

Summary of conditions during Experiment II, in which
Variable Delay of reinforcement (VD) became Fixed Delay
(FD) for Groups 1 and 3, and Variable Time background
interreinforcement interval (VT) became Fixed Time (FT)
for Groups 2 and 4.
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TABLE 3
Summary of conditions during Experiment II, in which variable delay of reinforcement (VD)became fixed
delay (FD) for Groups 1 and 3, and variable time background interreinforcement interval (VT) became
fixed time (FT) for Groups 2 and 4. For both T1 (the delay) and T2 (the "free" interval), i_, the
shortest possible interval in the distribution, and p, the probability of the interval terminating after
i_, are shown. Where.£ equals 1.0, a "fixed" conditi�n is represented.

I
i

I

I

Condition:

No. Days

1

t

2"

30

2

40

3

26

I

26

I

p

.067

4"

.13

15"

.5

7.5II

30

4

5

Delay
Tl

30"

.25

1.0

t
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100"

100"

100"
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1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
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30"

30"

30"
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progressively less variable schedule of free reinforcement (Tz).

Groups

3 and 4 both had "variable delay, variable free" conditions in Experi
ment I.

In Experiment II, the delay time became less variable with

each successive condition for Group 3, while the background "free"
interval became more like Fixed Time (FT) for Group 4.

In summary,

the delay of reinforcement became less variable across conditions
for Groups 1 and 3, and the background "free" schedule of reinforce
ment became less variable for Groups 2 and 4.

Results
The data from Experiment II are shown in Figure 6 for Group 1,
Figure 7 for Group 2, Figure 8 for Group 3, and Figure 9 for Group
4.

As in the previous experiment, each data point represents the

last five days of stable data from one condition, for one subject.
Once again, the dependent variables of interest are response rate
(log responses/minute) and proportion of earned reinforcements.
These were calculated in the same way as before.

The reader is again

referred to Table 2 for transformations between the log values plot
ted in the figures and absolute rates.

The last condition of Experi

ment I serves as a convenient point of comparison for the first con
dition of Experiment II, since it differs along the same dimension
as the independent variable of Experiment II.

That is, for Groups

1 and 3, the shortest delay interval in the variable distribution was
1.0 seconds in Experiment I, and increased from 2.0 to 30 seconds in
Experiment II; for Groups 2 and 4, the shortest free interreinforce
ment interval in the variable distribution was 1.0 seconds in Experi
ment I, and increased from 5 to 100 seconds in Experiment II.
The data produced by Group 1, in which the variable delay was
becoming more fixed, is shown in Figure 6.

When compared with Figure

2, it is seen that the proportion of earned reinforcements has de
creased from the 80% range to 63% for 504, and to 35% for 503.

Subject

404, who was earning only a minor proportion of reinforcements at the
end of Experiment I, decreased this proportion even further in the
first (2-second) condition.

One subject, 405, increased the earned

proportion from 78% to 92%.

The response rate data confirms this
42
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Figure fi:

Experiment II data for Group 1. in which Variable Delay,
Fixed Free becomes Fixed Delay, Fixed Free. Proportion
of all reinforcements that were earned, and the natural
logarithm of response rate are shown as a function of
the shortest possible delay time (to).
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decreased in responding by 404, 503, and 504, and the increased res
ponding by 404, 503, and 504, and the increased responding of 405.
Before the next condition (the 4 second minimum delay) ended, sub
ject 503 was sacrificed because nf a broken incisor and the resul
tant weight loss, leaving four subjects in this group.

At the 4

second delay, three of the remaining subjects (501, 405, and 504)
decreased the earned proportion of reinforcements and response rate.
In fact, 504, who had earned 85% to 95% of reinforcement in all con
ditions of Experiment I, now virtually ceased responding.
One subject, 404, increased both the earned proportion and
response rate to levels that were comparable with performance in
Experiment I.

When the length of the shortest delay was increased

tn 7.5 seconds, both response measures decreased greatly for 405,
and to a lesser extent, 404.

The earned proportion data remained

constant for 501 and 504 at 85% and near 0%, respectively.
was also true for response rate.

This

At the next condition (15 seconds

minimum delay), three subjects earned less than 10% of reinforce
ments.
low.

Subject 405 showed a small increase, which was still very
There was also a slight decrease fnr subject 501. who still

earned 80% of reinforcements.

Finally, in the last condition,

which had a Fixed Delay of 30 seconds, three subjects (404, 405,
and 504) earned practically no reinforcements and had response
rates that were extremely low or nonexistent.

501 also showed

a smal] decrease, but still earned 73% of the reinforcements with
a response rate of about one response per minute

(log 0).

The

performance of the group during Experiment II may be characterized
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as a gradual decrease in response strength measures as a function of
decreases in the variability of delay.

The data from Group 1 in the

final condition of Experiment I was as disrupted as that of Group 2
in Experiment I, which was also a Fixed Delay 30 seconds (although
the background schedule was variable for Group 2 in the last experi
ment, and fixed for Group 1 in the present experiment).
Figure 7 depicts the data from Group 2, which produced a fixed
delay and received variable background reinforcement that became pro
gressively more fixed.

In the last condition of Experiment I, three

subjects (505, 506, and 507) earned less than 10% of reinforcements,
and 508 and 509 earned moderate proportions.

At the beginning of

Experiment II, when the minimum background reinforcement cycle was
increased to 5 seconds, slight decreases in the earned proportion
were noted for 505 and 508.
seen for 509.

A larger decrease, from 42% to 21%, was

Slight increases were seen for 506 and 507.

Similar

changes occurred in the response rate data, but the range of this
data was comparable to the last condition of Experiment I.

When

the minimum background inter-reinforcement interval was changed to
10 seconds, a decrease was noted in both measures for subject 508.
No other subjects changed the earned proportion appreciable, but
small increases in absolute response rate occurred for 505, 506, and
507.

In the next condition, the minimum background interval in

creased from 10 seconds to 25 seconds.

With this change, small

decreases in both measures occurred for 506 and 509, and a sizable
increase occurred in both measures for 508.

A decrease in the al

ready low response rate for 505 was also noted, with no corresponding

47

Figure 7:

Experiment II data for Group 2, in which Fixed Delay,
Variable Free becomes Fixed Delay, Fixed Free. Pro
portion of all reinforcements that were earned, and the
natural logarithm of response rate are shown as a function
of the shortest possible free inter-reinforcement interval.
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change in the earned proportion of reinforcements.

Before the end

of the next condition (50 second minimum background interval), subject
509 was sacrificed because of an illness.

Increases in both measures

were seen in this condition for 506, but decreases in both measures
occurred for 508, and to a smaller degree, for 507.

In the final

condition, which was by now a Fixed Time background schedule, increases
in the earned proportion were seen in 506 and 508, with smaller in
creases in response rate.

It should be noted that no drastic differ

ences between the first condition and the last condition in Experi
ment II could be discerned by looking at the range of data points.
Variations in individual data seem not to follow any consistent pat
tern.

One would be hard-pressed to argue that any significant changes

at all occurred in the response patterns for this group during Experi
ment II, as opposed to Group 1, which showed a definite decreasing
tendency.
The data for Group 3 are plotted in Figure 8.

In Experiment II,

the variable 30 second delay became progressively more fixed.

Com

pared to the last condition of Experiment I, there were some gross
changes for three of the four subjects when the minimum delay was
increased to 2 seconds.

The proportion of earned reinforcements

increased greatly for 512 and 514 (from 19% to 71% and from 32% to
82%, respectively) and increased less for 511 (from 76% to 88%).

In

contrast to these three subjects, 513 decreased the proportion from
79% to 14%.

The response rate data generally support these increases

or decreases, except that no change in response rate was noted for
511.

During the next condition (minimum delay of 4 seconds), all

50

Figure 8:

Experiment II data for Group 3, in which Variable Delay,
Variable Free becomes Fixed Delay, Variable Free. Pro
portion of all reinforcements that were earned, and the
natural logarithm of response rate are shown as a function
of the shortest possible delay time (t0)
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four subjects decreased the earned proportion of reinforcements, esp
ecially 514.
rates.

However, 511 and 512 slightly increased their response

At this point, two more subjects, 512 and 513, were sacri

ficed after an illness left them both weak and underweight.

The two

subjects that were left in this group, 511 and 514, decreased both
measures of response strength during the next condition (7.5 seconds).
When the minimum delay was again increased, both subjects had decreased
in the earned proportion (a rather sizable decrease for 511) and in
response rate.

Finally, in the "fixed delay" condition, the earned

proportion for 511 dropped from 30% to 8%, and dropped from 25% to
14% for 511.
data.

These decreases also showed up in the response rate

Generally, except for surprisingly large increases in the earned

proportion during the first condition, the data indicate an increas
ing tendency to respond less as the delay became more fixed (conversely
stated:

a decreasing tendency to respond as a function of decreasing

variability).
Group 4, which along with Group 3 received variable free, varia
ble delay conditions in Experiment I, had a decreasingly variable
free or background reinforcement interval in Experiment II.
are displayed in Figure 9.

The data

From the last condition of the first

experiment to the beginning of the present experiment, the minimum
free inter-reinforcement interval increased from 1 second to 5 seconds.
There were no dramatic changes in the earned proportion of reinforce
ments for any of the five subjects at this point, but 516, 517, and
519 all showed slight increases.

The only perceivable change in

response rate was an increase for 517.

At the next condition (10
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Figure 9:

Experiment II data for Group 4, in which Variable Delay,
Variable Free becomes Variable Delay, Fixed Free. Pro
portion of all reinforcements that were earned, and the
natural logarithm of response rate are shown as a f unction
of the shortest possible free inter-reinforcement interval.
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seconds minimum background interval), four subjects had decreases in
the earned proportion of reinforcement:

516 and 519 had small de

creases, while 517 dropped from 21% to 9% and 518 fell from 86% to
57%.

In the response rate data, decreases were seen for 515, 518,

and 519.

When the minimum background interval was changed to 25

seconds in the next condition, small decreases in the earned pro
portion occurred for 515, 516, and 519, and a larger decrease from
57% to 21% happened for 518.
occurred for subject 518.

The biggest drop in response rate also

In the next-to-last condition, the data

were relatively stable except for small decreases in both measures
of response strength for 515, and a slight increase in the earned
proportion of reinforcements for 516.

Finally, in the last condi

tion, the Variable Time background schedule was now Fixed Time.
Changes in the response measures occurred for almost all animals, but
the composite pattern for the group remained the same since the changes
by different subjects tended to cancel each other out.

Subject 516

decreased both measures by a small amount, but subject 518 had in
creases of about the same magnitude.

Subject 519 changed the earned

proportion very little, but increased response rate.

Finally, rather

dramatic, but highly suspicious, changes occurred for 515 and 517.
The earned proportion data decreased from 74% to 8% for 515 while
increasing from 11% to 88% for 517.

The response rate for 515

dropped three orders of magnitude, or by a factor of about 1000.
The increase in rate for 517 was about the same magnitude.

These

changes occurred very rapidly for both animals (seemingly overnight)
and seemed to happen on about the same day (November 15, 1975).

It
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may only be coincidental, but it must also be considered possible
that the two subjects were accidentally switched without the experi
menter's knowledge.
this for certain.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to establish
Apart from minor individual variations in the

data, no consistent trends in the data are apparent for Group 4 in
Experiment II.

Any effect of changing the variability of the back

ground interval is so small that it is not seen in the present data.

Experiment II
Discussion
The most important finding in the present experiment is that
responding that was maintained very well by a variable 30-second delay
in groups 1 and 3, occurred infrequently and at low rates when the
same 30-second delay was made fixed.

This is consistent with the sug

gestion by Stephens, Lee, and Snapper (1975) that variability in a
distribution of delay intervals is a crucial factor in maintaining
responding for delayed reinforcement, but Experiment II more directly
tested this notion.

Variability is not a binary property, of course,

but represents a continuum that is directly related to the length of
the shortest interval in the distribution.

Although the distributions

in this experiment were randomly generated, the effect of varying the
values of E_ and_!:. is the same as generating different numbers of in
tervals in the distributions produced by the Catania and Reynolds
(1969) formula or Fleshler and Hoffman (1962) formula.

For instance,

the greater the number of intervals in one of these formulas, the
smaller the shortest interval will be.

With the type of random interval

generator used here, as t and E are decreased, there are more component
intervals in the distribution.

As! approaches the average interval

of the distribution, the distribution becomes "mixed" instead of vari
able, and finally "fixed".

While increased variability is apparently

desirable in the delay-to-reinforcement or in inter-reinforcement
intervals, variability seems to work in the opposite direction in
aversive control procedures, so that in a procedure closely related to
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Sidman avoidance, a fixed delay-to-shock (R-S interval) maintains
responding better than a variable delay (Snapper and Burczyk, 1975).
No effect was seen when variable background schedules in Groups
2 and 4 were made fixed.

This may be because the time from the off

set of a response-produced reinforcement to the beginning of a non
contingent ("free") reinforcement is always variable, depending on
when the response occurred within the background inter-reinforcement
interval.

Thus, unless the subject had completely ceased responding,

he would not make contact with any fixed inter-reinforcement interval
because of intervening earned reinforcements.

This may be a limita

tion of the procedure, which is better suited to studying the varia
bility in a response-produced delay than the variability within a
distribution of inter-reinforcement intervals.
The loss of subjects in some of the groups is lamentable, but
does not affect the validity of the data since the basic research
design was a single-subject design, with the groups of subjects al
lowing for replication of the phenomena observed in individual sub
jects.

Fortunately, the animals who died during the course of this

experiment had data that basically conformed to the predominant
pattern set by others in the same group, before they died.

Averaging

of the data of the individuals in a group to give group statistics
has been avoided in favor of the single-subject methodology, which
is unaffected by the problems of "unequal n" that plague group
designs.

General Discussion
The results of these experiments support the findings of previous
research, that temporal variability generally adds to the effective
ness of positive reinforcement, regardless of the particular procedure
used.

The effect is apparently so pronounced as to show up in spite

of the methodological problems encountered in group statistical de
signs, such as the runway studies of Logan (1960) and the Y-maze
experiment of Pubols (1962).

The present results also add some general

ity to the findings of investigators who have used the concurrent
chains paradigm with terminal-link interval schedules and have consis
tently found a preference for variable schedules over fixed schedules.
The present performances can be related to other studies of
delayed reinforcement.

Watson (1917), Ferster (1953), and Logan (1960)

found that absolute performances were remarkably insensitive to delay
length.

For instance, when Ferster gradually increased delay of rein

forcement, his pigeons showed little or no decrease in response rate
even when reinforcement was delayed by a full minute after the initia
ting keypeck.

It should be pointed out that there were no alternative

operant responses available, other than the "superstitious" behaviors
that were strengthened by accidental temporal contiguity with the end
of the delay.

In contrast to the studies which found insensitivity

to delay, the present experiments and that of Stephens, Lee, and
Snapper (1975) found that response rate decreased as delays increased.
The procedure in these experiments provided an explicitly reinforced
alternative to lever-pressing:

simply nonresponding, or

R.

Chung

(1965b), using concurrent VI 60" schedules with different delays,
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found that relative responding for an alternative decreased in
approximately exponential fashion as the delay for that key increased.
He concluded that delays of reinforcement depress previously acquired
responses, as the present study has also shown.

He also suggested

that immediacy (which is the reciprocal of delay) must be added to
frequency of reinforcement, amount of reinforcement, and response
effort (Herrnstein, 1961; Chung, 1965a; Catania, 1963; Neuringer,
1967) as a factor that influences concurrent performances.

Chung

and Herrnstein (1967), in a similar study, found that relative res
ponding for a key matched the immediacy for that key.

Mathematically,

this is stated:

R
R +
e

e

d
R
s

d

e

s
+ d

i
s

i

e

e
+ i

(Equation 2)

s

where Ris a number of responses,� is a delay length and

i

is its

reciprocal, and the subscripts� and s refer to the experimental key
or the standard key in their procedure.

They concluded that immediacy,

like frequency or amount of reinforcement, "influences more the rela
tive strength of a response among a set of response alternatives than
the absolute strength of a response in isolation".

Such a relative

effect is consistent with the data of the present Experiment I, and
Stephens, Lee, and Snapper (1975), in which responding decreased as
the relative immediacy of R (the lever-press) decreased relative to
R (nonresponding).

The adequacy of Equation 2 cannot be appraised,

however, since it cannot be solved for the present data without knowing the frequency of the R response.

Estimating the number of

responses-not-made would seem to be a futile exercise.

Equation 2
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is related to Herrnstein's (1970) generalized statement of the matching
relationship between relative reinforcement rate and relative responding:
(Equation 3)

where P1 is the number of instances of a specified operant, R1 is the
number of reinforcements for this operant, K is a rate constant that
is specific to the organism and the nature of the response (see also
Herrnstein, 1974), and � Ri is the. sum
i=o
events that affect the organism.

total of all reinforcing

This latter measure includes

Ro,

which is an estimate of reinforcement that is not controlled by the
experimenter (e.g. grooming, exploring, sleeping, etc.).

This, of

course, is impossible to measure objectively, and mathematically it
is liable to use as a "fudge factor", but conceptually, it points
out that other sources of reinforcement constantly impenge on the
behaving organism.

Rachlin and Baum (1972) showed that "regardless

of how the alternative reinforcement occurred ... it produced the
same effect on the concurrent VI performance".

When restated for

the single operant with no alternative, Equation 3 becomes:
(Equation 4)
If the ratio of R1 (experimental reinforcement) to

Ro is

fairly high,

P1 is determined largely by the constant land changes in R1 will
only slightly influence response rate.

When another major source of
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reinforcement is added to the situation, equation 3 becomes, for concurrent schedules:
(Equation 5)
Changes in R

1 will now be reflected in response rate P1 because there

is the availability of a programmed alternative source of reinforcement.

According to Herrnstein, the discrepancy between the commonly

reported invariance of single response procedures and the orderly
variations found in concurrent performances is actually a corollary
of Equation 3.

Equations 3, 4, and 5 assume that all the R.l 's will

be measured in equivalent units of "value", or appetitiveness.

When

restated by Rachlin and Baum (1972), Equation 5 becomes:
PA

=

kV

A
vB +
+
A

(Equation 6)

vo

where vA is the reinforcing value for response type "A", vB is the

value of "B", and v0 is the reinforcing value of any other aspects

of the behavioral situation.

Value is determined by several impor

tant variables including immediacy.

According to Baum and Rachlin

(1969) and Premack (1965), relative time allocation is a more basic
indicator of reinforcement value than response allocation, since
it does not have the definitional problems of the response unit, and
it is a measure that is not influenced by rate-shaping contingencies
that can distort relative response measures.

Baum and Rachlin (1969)

define the value V. as:
l
TTxij
i= l

(Equation 7)
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meaning a multiplicative relationship between E._ number of factors (Xij) that
influence value.

Taking the separate empirically determined matching

relationships of time allocation to 1) rate of reinforcement _E_, 2)
amount of reinforcement�• and 3) immediacy of reinforcement_!, the
simplest possible multiplicative relationship would be:
(Equation 8)
where I is the time spent responding to an alternative .

Equations

7 and 8 can be combined to yield the matching relationship
(Equation 9)
If rate of reinforcement and amount are held constant,
T

l
T2

i

l
i2

V

l
V2

(Equation 10)

Equation 6 may then be expressed:
pl

k i
l

i
l
+ i

2

+ V
O

(Equation 11)

Such a formula would predict that in a situation where the immediacy
i

1

is greater than i2, response rate would slowly decline as i1

initially declined, but would decline more rapidly as i1 approached
i2.

In the present study, i1 would be the immediacy of "earned"

reinforcement and i2 would be the immediacy of "free" reinforcement.
In fact, the trend predicted by Equation 11 was seen in most subjects
from the present Experiment I and from Stephens, Lee and Snapper
(1975).

However, Equation 11 cannot account for changes in response

rate during the present Experiment II, since the average immedicies
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of earned and free reinforcement were held constant, and yet, response
rate was sensitive to the variability of the "earned" immediacy.

A

similar criticism has recently been directed towards Shimp's (1969)
Expected Utility Theory, by Cicerone (1976).

In a concurrent schedules

procedure with equal VI schedules, he superimposed a constant delay
on one alternative, while the other alternative produced either a
constant delay or a mixed delay with two components (6 and 10 seconds,
or 2 and 14 seconds).

He found that preference, measured by relative

responding, was for "mixed relative to constant delay of reinforce
ment and that this preference increases as the range of the mixed de
lay interval lengths increases".

He also suggested that further re-

search on the appropriate mathematical representations of the effects
of variability of delay is needed.
From the third condition of Experiment I through the end of
Experiment II, sufficient data were collected in the present study
so that the immediacies of delayed reinforcement and free reinforce
ment could be reconstructed.

This infcrmation might be substituted

in Equation 10, except for some misgivings about its applicability
for the procedure used here.
operants.

After all, R and

1

are not symmetrical

One might reasonably expect a bias in any preference func

tion, since effort was required to press the lever, while there were
few constraints on the nature of non-leverpressing and considerably
less required effort.

Fortunately, the problem of bias in Equation

10 has been addressed by Baum (1974 a, c).

A more general statement

of a matching relationship might be:

{:�) a

(Equation 12)
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where

B

l

B2

r
l

is a ratio of either response or time allocation,

r2 is a

ratio of reinforcement frequencies but could easily be substituted
by immediacy, amount, or other factors that affect value,

_!s:

is a

proportionality constant that would equal 1.0 unless a bias were
operating, and� corresponds to the slope of a line fitted to the
data by the least squares method.

Equation 10 is regarded as a

special instance of Equation 12 with
stant k equals

_!s:

and� equal to 1.0.

The con-

wl
, where w1 represents all the factors other than r
w2
1

that affect responding on Alternative 1 , and w2 is the effect of other
factors on Alternative 2.

An interesting relationship becomes clear

when the logarithmic representation of Equation 12,
log
is plotted.

c:�)

log( )
:�

+

log(

:�)

(Equation 13)

If the linear regression line best fitting the data points

has a slope of 1.0, Equation 13 holds true, and so does
(Equation 14)
1
The quantity log(: )represents the extent of bias and deflects the
·, 2 _,,

regression line a constant distant from the line describing perfect
matching (k=l).

Baum (1974c) plotted linear functions that would

correspond to several values of k when the data were plotted
proportion of responding (

_

B
l

1) as

\ versus proportion of reinforcement

\B 1 + B2-;

, and 2) as ratio of responding(:;) versus ratio of rein-

The former "proportion" method generated a family
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of curvilinear functions on both sides of the straight line for k=l.
The latter "ratio" method generated a family of parallel linear functions on both sides of k=l.

Bias-related deflections from simple

matching are more easily identifiable using the latter method.

Baum

also found better time matching than response matching.
An analog to Equation 13 postulates a matching relationship
between the ratio of time spent in response-produced delays to other
time in the session(::), and the ratio of immediac

�_

of reinforce-

ment for responding to immediacy for non-responding�:).

log

+

log k

(Equation 15)

An issue in much of the literature on delay of reinforcement and on
preference for interval schedules of reinforcement has been the appropriate transformation to use for molar variables, such as immed
iacy or rate of reinforcement, which represent the cumulative effect
of molecular constituents, e.g. constituent delay times or inter-rein
forcement times in a variable distributi on.

Sufficient data were

collected via the SKED computer system to allow reconstruction of the
events of any session.

Each delay length (Di) was known for the vari-

able delay groups, and the time from the end of a reinforcement to
the beginning of the next free reinforcement (Fi) could be derived.
Equation 15 was solved, calculating the mean immediacies iE and iF
by three methods.

The simplest method, which defines immediacy as the

reciprocal of the average delay, substitutes a value for 1 for the
exponent r in Equation 1.

Equation 15 now becomes:
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log k
(Equation 16)
The second method, the harmonic mean, substitutes a value of -1 for
_£ in Equation 1.

log

(::) "

Equation 15 becomes:

{
log R¾}�

-�};(�-�-�-)+

log K

(Equation 17)

The third type of mean is the inverse squares method, where r in Equation 1 equals -2.

Equation 15 then becomes:

log

log K
(Equation 18)

Figure 10 plots the log of time allocation as a function of the
log of the immediacy ratio, when immediacy was calculated by simple
averaging.

Each data point represents the last five days of a condi

tion for one subject.
horizontally.

The data points appear to be grouped together

This is simply a result of varying the average immediacy

only within a narrow range.

The linear regression function which re-

presents the best fit by the least-squares method, is described by
the equation:
y = .228x - 1.02

(Equation 19)

A slope of 1.0 would have described "matching" but clearly this is
not the case, since there is only a slight relationship between the
ind�pendent variable and the dependent variable.
16 is invalid.

Therefore, Equation
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F igure 10:

The logarithmic transformation of the ratio of time in
"Earned" (R-produced) component to time in "Free"
(R-produced) component, as a function of the logarithmic
transformation of the ratio of the average immediacy of
Earned reinforcement to that of Free reinforcement, when
immediacy is calculated as the inverse of the simple
arithmetic mean of the component delays.
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In Figure 11, immediacy has been calculated by the harmonic means
method, as in Equation 17.

In contrast to Figure 10, there now appears

to be a direct relationship between time allocation and immediacy.

The

regression function is of the form:
y = l.3lx - 1.79

(Equation 20)

Although this provides a more satisfactory relationship between time
allocation and immediacy, the deviation from matching is still sub
stantial, thus invalidating Equation 17.
In Figure 12, immediacy has been calculated by the inverse squares
method.

The regression line fitted to this data has the equation:
y = l.02x -2.27

(Equation 21)

This is very close to the slope of 1.00 that indicates perfect match
ing.

The regression is depressed a constant distance from the match

ing line, y = x.

This appears very similar to the lines generated

by matching with different values of

ls:_, by Baum (1974c), indicating

a substantial bias against responding, as might be expected from
the difference in response effort of R andt.

The data from this

study indicate that the inverse square transformation of immediacy
used in Equation 18 is appropriate for the range of immediacies used
in this study.

The value of� in Equation 1, -2, corresponds to

values that were found for interval schedules by Davison (1972), and
Hursh and Fantino (1973).

The importance of this finding is that a

transformation has been found which is isomorphic with the psycho
physical processes involved in delay (Killeen, 1968; Stevens, 1955).
Also, the matching of response or time allocation to immediacy found
by Chung and Herrnstein (1967) has been extended to include variable
immediacies.
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Figure 11:

The logarithmic transformation of the ratio of time in
"Earned" (R-produced) component to time in "Free" (l(
produced) l'()mponent, as a function of the logarithmic
transformation of the ratio of the average immediacy of
Earned reinforcement to that of Free reinforcement, when
immediacy is calcul.➔ ted as the inverse of the harmonic
mean of the component delays.
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Figure 12:

The logarithmic transformation of the ratio of time in
"Earned" (R-produced) component to time in "Free" (R
produced) component, as a function of the logarithmic
transformation of the ratio of the average immediacy of
Earned reinforcement to that of Free reinforcement, when
immediacy is calculated as the inverse of the inverse
square mean of the component delays.
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A relativistic approach to the law of effect views reinforcement
as a situation transition that results in a positive change in value,
while punishment is the transition from a situation of greater value
to one of lesser value.

Therefore, the basic nature of reinforcement

is the same in positive reinforcement as in negative reinforcement
that occurs with successful avoidance or escape from an aversive situation.

Likewise, this relative approach sees similarities in the

effects of contingent delivery of shock and "timeout" from positive
reinforcement.

Another implication of this view is that temporal

variables that influence reinforcement value also influence punishing
value, depending on the nature of the event.

However, the effects

of immediacy or rate of presentation of a stimulus will be in opposite
directions for stimuli that are reinforcing (that have positive "value"
relative to prevailing conditions) and those that are punishing (nega
tive "value").

For instance, a high rate of shocks is aversive and

will depress responding, and a high rate of reinforcement maintains
responding.

Also, immediacy of reinforcement is desirable while

immediacy of shock is not.

Since this study essentially confirms
(Equation 22)

for positive reinforcement (excluding any bias), the inverse relationship may be reasonably postulated:
(Equation 23)
for aversive stimulation.

Similar applications of the matching law

(law of effect) to aversive control problems have been successfully
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made by Baum (1973), deVilliers (1972, 1974), Deluty (1976), Schuster
and Rachlin (1968), Herrnstein and Hineline (1966), and Gardner and
Lewis (1976).

The data of Snapper and Burczyk (1975) would seem to

suggest the applicability of Equation 20, with the modification that
i

1

and i

2 must account for the effects of variability, through the

appropriate transformation.

Casual observation of their data reveals

that decreasing the variability of the R-S interval in Sidman avoidance
makes it more likely that the subject will actively avoid shocks.

The

variable R-S interval would give a higher harmonic immediacy of shock
than fixed would, thus explaining why rats respond to actually raise
their overall frequency of shocks, if the R-S is fixed and the S-S
interval is variable.

The appropriate transformations for immediacy

of shock are still to be explored.

However, it seems likely to the

present author that an analysis of temporal variability in terms of
harmonic shock rates will yi eld greater parsimony than an analysis
in terms of "predictability" (Badia, Coker, and Harsh, 1973; Badia,
Harsh, and Coker, 1975), si.nce the former applies equally well to
both positive and negative procedures, while the latter would be an
unwieldy explanation for the present results, as it would have to
assume "nonpredictability" as a positive analog adding to the pre
ferability of a variable schedule.
The concept of "density" of reinforcing or punishing stimuli
has often been alluded to.

Unfortunately, it has been assumed that

density is a simple average of events, like rate.

In order to have

any value at all, "density" must be conceptualized as a derivative
of the temporal grouping of events which also determines a variable
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distribution of inter-event times.

The harmonic rate, or other nega

tive exponential average, comes closer to describing the density, since
it is more likely isomorphic with the psychophysical processes it
models.
Two final remarks about the procedure used in this study are in
order.

It was noted in Experiment II that this procedure did not

seem to be sensitive to changes in the variability of the background
schedule.

This may have been due to the fact that "free" immediacy

was partially determined by the presence of responding during the
background interval.

It may also have been the case that the pro

cedure might have been more sensitive to these changes had the back
ground inter-reinforcement interval been shorter (i.e. VT 30'' instead
of VT 100").

Other parametric studies are needed to clarify the

generality of this procedure.

Secondly, the absence of retractable

levers in this study is regretable.

Since the lever was available

during the delay interval, responding may have been superstitiously
reinforced, since actual response-reinforcement contiguity could be
much higher than the programmed delay would predict (Ferster, 1953).
This may have also helped to mediate the longer delays, since a high
response rate during the delay, such as that of subject 515, might
lead to obtained immediacies of reinforcement that were comparable
to those obtained with shorter delays.
In summary, the Experiment I confirmed that variable delays
maintain responding better as delays lengthen, while Experiment II
demonstrated that responding that was well-maintained by variable
delays was suppressed when the delays became progressively more fixed.
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Finally, the inverse squares mean was found to be the appropriate
transformation of delay intervals to show a matching relationship
between time allocation and immediacy of reinforcement.
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